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2. What was wrong with the institutional 
setup (of the Eurozone)?

• Consolidation hypothesis (Lavoie 2022): 
• “The fact that the central bank is the fiscal agent and the bank of the government does not mean that they 

ought to be considered as a single institution”. 

• Lavoie recently declared that consolidation can be useful (Armstrong 
2020b, 157). 
• Ehnts (2016) shows Eurozone with Treasury and NCB and ECB, 

Fullwiler 2020 discusses US with all details.
• Consolidation hypothesis is a pedagogical tool used after detailed 

examinations.
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2. What was wrong with the institutional 
setup (of the Eurozone)? II

• Ehnts and Wray (2023): The various rounds of Quantitative Easing adopted by the 
USA, the UK, and Japan demonstrated that the “constraints” imposed no limits on 
central bank purchases of sovereign debt, that “bond vigilantes” could not raise rates 
on sovereign debt, and that central banks could hold rates at or even below zero for 
as long as they wanted.

• Ehnts and Wray (2023): By contrast, as MMT long claimed, with the Eurozone’s 
arrangements, only the Eurosystem could “do whatever it takes” to keep rates on 
member state sovereign bonds low. The pandemic finally lifted the truly 
constraining constraint: the limit on bond purchases by national central banks.
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2. What was wrong with the institutional 
setup (of the Eurozone)? III

• Lavoie‘s three approaches to the relations between a central bank and a treasury: 
• neo-chartalist view 
• post-chartalist view 
•“overdraft economy”, or “anti-Chartalist case” (no bond purchases of CB whatsoever!)

• Lavoie agrees with the MMT logic that the state (as sovereign currency issuer) spends (or lends) first.
• Lavoie (2022, 638) writes: “If banks or other financial institutions decline to purchase the newly-issued bonds 
or refuse to rollover existing stocks of bonds, there is nothing that the central bank can do to stop the price of 
these bonds to fall or to stop bond yields from rising.”
•We think that this anti-Chartalist case is not stable (Ehnts 2014, 2016, 2020)
• ECB ensures demand for government bonds, which allows national governments 
to spend via a green light at their central bank (bringing Treasury account back to 0)
• Eurosystem acts as dealer of last resort
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2. What was wrong with the institutional 
setup (of the Eurozone)? IV

9

issue and sell new bonds or raise new taxes. Operational reality and constraints do
matter.5

Still, such a framework corresponds to ‘sovereign currency’, according to the previous
definition of Wray and Nersisyan (2020), as found in the previous section. Even if taxes
must be paid in the home money of account and if the government issues its debt solely
in the home currency, the central bank has little control over the interest rate on govern-
ment debt. It can encourage banks to hold government debt by providing long-term
funding, but this is not equivalent to the central bank intervening on secondary
markets. The government is at the mercy of financial markets even though the
country apparently responds to the MMT definition of a sovereign currency. This
third institutional setup can be illustrated by Table 2.

The government sells bills to commercial banks or their representative dealers (row 1);
then it repatriates the proceeds of the sale to its account at the central bank. As a conse-
quence, banks run a deficit at the clearinghouse, and must thus get advances from the
central bank to recover a neutral position at the clearinghouse and thus obtain the
central bank reserves that they need to clear their position (row 2). But this will be so
for a fleeting moment. Table 2, in its last row, supposes that the government borrowed
the funds in order to make payments to households, who then deposit the received
income at their commercial banks. It is then assumed that households keep 90 per
cent of their new income in the form of bank deposits and transfer 10 per cent in
cash. It is also assumed that banks face a 10 per cent mandatory reserve requirement
on deposits. At the end of the process, banks need to take 19 units of advances (10 in
cash and 9 in reserves) from the central bank, to get the cash and fulfill the compulsory
reserve requirement.

Commercial banks in such an overdraft system are always ‘in the Bank’, as used to be
said, since they must systematically borrow central bank money from the central bank;
but also, it should be clear that the central bank has little power to determine the
value taken by the long-term rate of interest; it can only have a fairly good control
over short-term interest rates, through its control on the Bank rate— the rate of interest
at which advances to commercial banks are being made. The central bank can only hope
that the spreads between short rates and long rates won’t change too much.

Table 2. The anti-chartalist case: Treasury bills are never purchased by the central bank.
Central bank Commercial banks

Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities

Treasury bills +100 Government deposits +100

Advance (repos) +100 Government deposits +100 Treasury bills +100 Advance (repos) +100

Advances (repos) +19 Banknotes +10
Deposits of banks +9

Treasury bills +100
Reserves +9

Household deposits +90
Advances (repos) +19

5The fact that dealers in government securities must purchase their share of new issues, at a price equivalent to the exist-
ing market price, as both Fullwiler (2020, p. 85) and Tymoigne (2020, p. 56) point out in the case of the USA (as well as in
Canada), makes no difference in the case of overdraft economies, since in this specific case the market price only
depends on the actions of the financial markets. The market price of long-term securities is no doubt influenced by
the short-term rate or by the Bank rate, but in overdraft systems the central bank (in contrast to the neo-chartalist
and post-chartalist cases) has no means to ensure that long-term rates do indeed gravitate around the short-term rate.
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• Christine Lagarde, November 2020: “As the sole issuer of euro-denominated 
central bank money, the Eurosystem will always be able to generate additional 
liquidity as needed,” (Reuters)

• Clearly, NCBs are currency issuers (like the ECB).
• Ehnts and Wray (2023): Mosler (2010, written in 2001) had argued from the beginning 

that the trigger of a Euro area crisis would be a private sector financial crisis, not unlike 
the US Savings and Loans crisis of the 1980s. As each member nation tried to deal with 
its crisis of private debt, it would run up more government debt that would scare 
markets and cause interest rate divergence. […] The surplus countries in the Eurozone 
were forcing big government deficits in the current account deficit countries (since the 
government balance must equal the sum of the private and external balances). We added 
the understanding of the function of Target2 and argued that the current account deficits 
by themselves were sustainable, but the budget deficits were not.“

3. Is the euro a foreign currency for eurozone 
countries?
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4. Why could there be a eurozone crisis and 
was it a balance-of-payments crisis? I

• Ehnts and Wray (2023): „We need to return to Godley’s sectoral balance 
approach, not to Thirlwall’s balance of payment constraint. By identity, 
countries with bigger current account deficits will have either bigger 
government deficits or bigger private sector deficits. The first would not 
be a problem for a country like the USA, but it was a problem for countries 
constrained by Maastricht criteria, for the reasons discussed above (Kelton 
and Wray 2009). Bigger private sector deficits exposed both the USA and the 
Euro nations to the possibility of financial crises. Only in the Eurozone 
could a private sector financial crisis cause a national government to run 
out of money. In the US, though some pundits compared the US to Greece, 
that was never possible.“ 11



4. Why could there be a eurozone crisis and 
was it a balance-of-payments crisis? II

• Ehnts and Wray (2023): „ The problems lie in the Stability and Growth Pact 
with its deficit limits and the refusal of the ECB to act as dealer of last resort 
when needed. Fortunately, the two real restraints of the Eurozone set-up were 
dealt with early-on in the pandemic. In March 2020, the general escape clause of 
the Stability and Growth Pact was activated, and the ECB started its PEPP to 
ensure demand for government bonds. That has returned sovereignty to the 
national governments: the ability of each to mobilize its own domestic resources. 
No MMT advocate has ever claimed that a currency issuer can command foreign 
resources with its own currency.“
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4. Why could there be a eurozone crisis and 
was it a balance-of-payments crisis? III

• Ehnts and Wray (2023): „ The “external constraint” is something that is not 
connected to sovereignty. The hierarchy of currency and international debt 
relations do exist and they do matter (Fritz et al. 2018), but a country still can 
maximize its ability to mobilize its own domestic resources by using its own 
currency. Only if there were no domestic resources left (because they are fully 
employed or are all claimed by foreigners) would this would not help, but surely 
there is no country where things stand like this. In addition to resource constraints 
there can also be political constraints and barriers posed by corruption and 
incompetence, something that MMT has never denied. However, Eurozone 
member states can also pay for imports. The German government has recently 
appropriated €100 billion, of which it will spend a little less than €10 billion on 
F-35 fighter jets from the US.” 13



Schlussfolgerungen

• Good news: the Euro can be fixed!
• (1) “European Solidarity Mechanism” presented at Annual Research 2022 

conference by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) and the Directorate-General for 
Economic and Financial Affairs (DG ECFIN) to make ECB dealer of last resort.

• (2) Replace SGP with full employment targets
• Both are relatively easy to implement, as today’s situation shows (SGP is off, ECB 

has announced TPI). Even in 2019, deficit targets were not enforced (well, 1 out of 
10). Today, unemployment rate in the Eurozone is at a record low.

• Debate about fiscal framework reform is on-going – be bold like Keynes: G up!
• Sondervermögen has shown that federal government can always spend more 

money – there is no excuse for the federal gov of “not having the money”.
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